This paper discusses sampling strategies for building a dependency-analyzed corpus and analyzes them with different kinds of corpora. We used the Kyoto Text Corpus, a dependency-analyzed corpus of newspaper articles, and prepared the IPAL corpus, a dependency-analyzed corpus of example sentences in dictionaries, as a new and different kind of corpus. The experimental results revealed that the length of the test set controlled the accuracy and that the longest-first strategy was good for an expanding corpus, but this was not the case when constructing a corpus from scratch.
Introduction
Dependency-structure analysis plays a very important role in natural language processing (NLP). Thus, so far, much research has been done on this subject, with many analyzers being developed such as rule-based analyzers and corpus-based analyzers that use machine-learning techniques. However, the maximum accuracy achieved by state-of-the art analyzers is almost 90% for newspaper articles; it seems very difficult to exceed this figure of 90%. To improve our analyzers, we have to write more rules for rule-based analyzers or prepare more corpora for corpus-based analyzers.
If we take a machine-learning approach, it is important to consider what features are used. However, there are several machine-learning techniques, such as support vector machines (SVMs) with a kernel function, that have strong generalization ability and are very robust for choosing the right features. If we use such machine-learning techniques, we will be free from choosing a feature set because it will be possible to use all possible features with little or no decline in performance. Actually, Sasano tried to expand the feature set for a Japanese dependency analyzer using SVMs in (Sasano, 2004) , with a small improvement in accuracy.
To write rules for a rule-based analyzer, and to produce an analyzer using machine-learning techniques, it is crucial to construct a dependencyanalyzed corpus. Such a corpus is very useful not only for constructing a dependency analyzer but also for other natural language processing applications. However, building this kind of resource is very expensive and labor-intensive because it is difficult to annotate a large amount of dependencyanalyzed corpus in short time.
At present, one promising approach to mitigating the annotation bottleneck problem is to use selective sampling, a variant of active learning (Cohn et al., 1994; Fujii et al., 1998; Hwa, 2004) . In general, selective sampling is an interactive learning method in which the machine takes the initiative in selecting unlabeled data for the human to annotate. Under this framework, the system has access to a large pool of unlabeled data, and it has to predict how much it can learn from each candidate in the pool if that candidate is labeled.
Most of the experiments that had been carried out in the previous works for selective sampling used an annotated corpus in a limited domain. The most typical corpus is WSJ of Penn Treebank. The reason why the domain was so limited is very simple; corpus annotation is very expensive. However, we want to know the effects of selective sampling for corpora in various domains because a dependency analyzer constructed from a corpus does not always analyze a text in limited domain.
On the other hand, there is no clear guideline nor development strategy for constructing a dependency-analyzed corpus to produce a highly accurate dependency analyzer. Thus in this paper, we discuss fundamental sampling strategies for a dependency-analyzed corpus for corpus-based dependency analyzers with several types of corpora. This paper unveils the essential characteristics of basic sampling strategies for a dependencyanalyzed corpus.
Dependency-Analyzed Corpora
We use two dependency-analyzed corpora. One is the Kyoto Text Corpus, which consists of newspaper articles, and the other one is the IPAL corpus, which contains sentences extracted from the "example of use" section of the enties in several dictionaries for computers. The IPAL corpus was recently annotated for this study as a different kind of corpus.
Kyoto Text Corpus
In this study we use Kyoto Text Corpus version 3.0. The corpus consists of newspaper articles from Mainichi Newspapers from January 1st to January 17th, 1995 (almost 20,000 sentences) and all editorials of the year 1995 (almost 20,000 sentences). All of the articles were analyzed by morphological analyzer JUMAN and dependency analyzer KNP 1 . After that, the analyzed results were manually corrected. Kyoto Text Corpus version 4.0 is now available, holding on additional 5,000 annotated sentences in the corpus to version 3.0 for case relations, anaphoric relations, omission information and co-reference information 2 .
The original POS system used in the Kyoto Text Corpus is JUMAN's POS system. We converted the POS system used in the Kyoto Text Corpus into ChaSen's POS system because we used ChaSen, a Japanese morphological analyzer, and CaboCha 3 (Kudo and Matsumoto, 2002) , a dependency analyzer incorporating SVMs, as a state-ofthe art corpus-based Japanese dependency structure analyzer that prefers ChaSen's POS system to that of JUMAN. In addition, we modified some bunsetu segmentations because there were several inconsistencies in bunsetu segmentation. 
Experiments
We carried out several experiments to determine the basic characteristics of several selective strategies for a Japanese dependency-analyzed corpus. First, we briefly introduce Japanese dependency structure. Second, we carry out basic experiments with our dependency-analyzed corpora and analyze the errors. Finally, we conduct simulations to ascertain the fundamental characteristics of these strategies.
Japanese dependency structure
The Japanese dependency structure is usually defined in terms of the relationship between phrasal units called bunsetu segments. Conventional methods of dependency analysis have assumed the following three syntactic constraints (Kurohashi and Nagao, 1994a ):
1. All dependencies are directed from left to right.
2. Dependencies do not cross each other.
3. Each bunsetu segment, except the last one, depends on only one bunsetu segment. In this paper, we refer to the beginning of a dependency direction as a "modifier" and the end of that as a "head."
Analyzing errors
We performed a cross-validation test with our dependency-analyzed corpora by using the SVMbased dependency analyzer CaboCha. The feature set used for SVM in CaboCha followed the default settings of CaboCha.
First, we arbitrarily divided each corpus into two parts. General articles of the Kyoto Text Corpus were arbitrarily divided into KG0 and KG1, while editorials were also divided into ED0 and ED1. The IPAL corpus was arbitrarily divided into IPAL0 and IPAL1. Second, we carried out crossvalidation tests on these divided corpora. Table 3 shows the results of the cross-validation tests. We employed a polynomial kernel for the SVM of CaboCha, and tested with second-and third-degree polynomial kernels. The input data for each test were correct for morphological analysis and bunsetu segmentation, though in practical situations we have to expect some morphological analysis errors and bunsetu mis-segmentations.
In Table 3 "Learning" indicates the learning corpus, "Test" represents the test corpus, and "Degree" denotes the degree of the polynomial function. In addition, "Acc." indicates the accuracy of dependency-analyzed results and "S-acc." indicates the sentence accuracy that is the ratio of sentences that were analyzed without errors. Table 3 also shows the biased evaluation (closed test; the test was the training set itself) results. In the cross-validation results of KG0 and KG1, the average accuracy of the second-degree kernel was 89.55 (154,455 / 172,485)% and the average sentence accuracy was 50.12 (9,858 / 19,669)%. In other words, there were 18,030 dependency errors in the cross validation test. We analyzed these errors.
Against the average length (9.769) of the corpus shown in Table 1 , the average length of the sentences with errors in the cross-validation test is 12.53 (bunsetu / sentence). These results confirm that longer sentences tend to be analyzed incorrectly.
Next we analyzed modifier bunsetu that were mis-analyzed. Table 4 shows the top ten POS sequences that consisted of modifier mis-analyzed bunsetu.
We also analyzed the distance between modifier bunsetu and head bunsetu of the mis-analyzed dependencies. Table 5 shows top ten cases of the distance. In Table 5 
Selective sampling simulation
In this section, we discuss selective strategies through two simulations. One is expanding a dependency-analyzed corpus to construct a more accurate dependency analyzer, and the other is an initial situation just beginning to build a corpus.
Expanding situation
The situation is as follows. First, the corpus, Kyoto Text Corpus KG1, is given. Second, we expand the corpus using the editorials component of the Kyoto Text Corpus. Then we consider the following six strategies: (1) Longest first, (2) Maximizing vocabulary size first, (3) Maximizing unseen dependencies first, (4) Maximizing average distance of dependencies first, (5) Chronological order, and (6) Random.
We briefly introduce these six strategies as follows:
Longest first (Long)
Since longer sentences tend to have complex structures and be analyzed incorrectly, we prepare the corpus in descending order of length. The length is measured by the number of bunsetu in a sentence.
2. Maximizing vocabulary size first (VSort) Unknown words cause unknown dependencies, thus we sort the corpus to maximize its vocabulary size.
3. Maximizing unseen dependencies first (UDep) This is similar to (2). However, we cannot know the true dependencies. The analyzed results by the dependency analyzer based on the current corpus are used to estimate the unseen dependencies. The accuracy of the estimated results was 90.25% and the sentence accuracy was 54.03%.
Maximizing average distance of dependencies first (ADist)
It is difficult to analyze long-distance dependencies correctly. Thus, the average distance of dependencies is an approximation for the difficulty of analysis.
Chronological order (Chrono)
Since there is a chronological order in newspaper articles, this strategy should feel quite natural.
6. Random (ED0) Chronological order seems natural, but newspaper articles also have cohesion. Thus, the vocabulary might be unbalanced when we consider the chronological order. We also try randomized order; actually, we used the corpus ED0 as the randomized corpus.
We sorted the editorial component of the Kyoto Text Corpus by each strategy mentioned above. After sorting, corpora were constructed by taking the top N sentences of each corpus sorted by each strategy. The size of each corpus was balanced with the number dependencies.
We constructed dependency analyzers based on each corpus, KG1 plus each prepared corpus, then tested them by using the following corpora: (a) Kmag, (b) IPAL0, and (c) KG0. Table 6 : Detailed information of corpora K-mag consists of articles from the Koizumi Cabinet's E-Mail Magazine. This magazine was first published on May 29th 1999 and is still released weekly. K-mag consists of articles of the magazine published from May 29th 1999 to July 19th 1999. In addition, since March 25th 2004 an English version of this E-Mail Magazine has been available. Thus, currently this E-mail Magazine is bilingual. The articles of this magazine were analyzed by the dependency analyzer CaboCha, and we manually corrected the errors.
K-mag includes a wide variety articles, and the average sentence length is longer than in newspapers. Basic information on K-mag is also provided in Table 6 Table 7 : Analyzed results of K-mag (which is different domain and has long average sentence length) with these learning corpora
Simulation for initial situation
The results revealed that the longest-first strategy seems the best way. Here, however, a question arises: "Does the longest-first strategy always provide good predictions?" We carried out an experiment to answer the question. Table 8 : Analyzed results of IPAL0 (which is different domain and has short average sentence length) with these learning corpora results we presented above were simulations of an expanding corpus. On the other hand, it is also possible to consider an initial situation for building a dependency-analyzed corpus. In such a situation, which would be the best strategy to take?
We carried out a simulation experiment in which there was no annotated corpus; instead we began to construct a new one. We used general articles from the Kyoto Text Corpus and tried the following three strategies: (a) Random (actually, KG0 was used), (b) Longest first (I-Long), and (c) maximizing vocabulary size first (I-VSort). Three corpora were prepared by these strategies. Table  6 also shows the corpora information. In this experiment, the corpora were balanced with respect to the number of dependencies. We used CaboCha with these corpora and tested them with K-mag, ED0, and IPAL0. Table 9 : Analyzed results of KG0 (which is the same domain and has almost the same average sentence length) with these learning corpora
Discussion

Error analysis
To analyze corpora, we employed the dependency analyzer CaboCha, an SVM-based system. In general, when one attempts to solve a classification problem with kernel functions, it is difficult to know the kernel function that best fits the problem. To date, second-and third-degree polynomial kernels have been empirically used in Japanese dependency analysis with SVMs. In the biased evaluation (the test corpus was the learning corpus), the third-degree polynomial kernel produced very accurate results, almost 100%. On the other hand, in the open test, however, the third-degree polynomial kernel did not produce results as good as the second-degree one. We conclude from these results that the third-degree polynomial kernel suffered the over-fitting problem.
The second-degree polynomial kernel produced on accuracy of almost 94% in the biased evaluation, and this can be considered as the upper bound for the second degree polynomial kernel to analyze Japanese dependency structure. The accuracy was stable when we adjusted the soft-margin parameter of the SVM. However, there were several annotation errors in the corpus. Thus, if we correct such annotation errors, the accuracy would improve. Table 4 indicates that case elements consisting of nouns and case markers were frequently misanalyzed. From a grammatical point of view, a case element should depend on a verb. However, the number of relations between verbs and case elements is combinatorial explosion. Thus, we can conclude that the learning data were not sufficient for relations between verbs and case elements to analyze unseen relations.
On the other hand, in Table 4 , verbs take many places in comparison to their distribution in the test set corpus. These verbs tend to form conjunctive structures and it is known that analyzing conjunctive structure is difficult (Kurohashi and Nagao, 1994b) . Particularly when a verb is a head of an adverbial clause, it seems very difficult to detect a head bunsetu, which is modified by the verb.
From Table 5 , we can conclude that the analyzed errors centered on short-distance relations; the analyzer especially tends to mis-analyze the correct distance of two as one. Typical cases of such mis-analysis are "N 1 -no N 2 -no N 3 " and "[adnominal clause] N 1 -no N 2 ." In some cases, it is also difficult for humans to analyze these patterns correctly.
Selective sampling simulation
The results revealed very small differences between strategies possibly due to insufficient corpus size. However, there was an overall tendency that the accuracy depended heavily whether how many long sentences with very long dependencies were included in the test set. Table 3 shows a simple example of this. In the cross-validation tests the accuracy of the general articles, the average length of which was 9.769 bunsetu / sentence, was almost 1% lower than that of the editorial articles, whose average length was 9.162 bunsetu / sentence. The reason why sentence length controlled the accuracy was that an error in the long-distance dependency may have caused other errors in order to satisfy the condition that dependencies do not cross each other in Japanese dependencies. Thus, many errors occurred in longer sentences. To improve the accuracy, it is vital to analyze very longdistance dependencies correctly.
From Tables 7, 8 and 9, the strategy of longest first appears good for the expanding situation even if the average length of the test set is very short like in IPAL0. However, in the initial situation, since there is no labeled data, the longest-first strategy is not a good method. Table 10 shows that the random strategy (KG0) and the strategy of maximizing vocabulary size first (I-VSort) were better than the longest-first strategy (I-Long). This is because the test sets comprised short sentences and we can imagine that there were dependencies included only in such short sentences. In other words, the longest-first strategy was heavily biased toward long sentences and the strategy could not cover the dependencies that were only included in short sentences.
On the other hand, the number of such dependencies that were only included in short sentences was quite small, and this number would soon be saturated when we built a dependency analyzed corpus. Thus, in the initial situation, the random strategy was better, whereas after we prepared a corpus to some extent, the longest-first strategy would be better because analyzing long sentences is difficult.
In the case of expansion, the longest-first strategy was good, though we have to consider the actual time required to annotate such long sentences because in general longer sentences tend to have more complex structures and introduce more opportunities for ambiguous parses. This means it is difficult for humans to annotate such long sentences.
Related works
To date, many works on selective sampling were conducted in the field related to natural language processing (Fujii et al., 1998; Hwa, 2004; Kamm and Meyer, 2002; Riccardi and Hakkani-Tür, 2005; Ngai and Yarowsky, 2000; Banko and Brill, 2001; Engelson and Dagan, 1996) . The basic concepts are the same and it is important to predict the training utility value of each candidate with high accuracy. The work most closely related to this paper is Hwa's (Hwa, 2004) , which proposed a sophisticated method for selective sampling for statistical parsing. However, the experiments carried out in that paper were done with just one corpus, WSJ Treebank. The study by Baldridge and Osborne (Baldridge and Osborne, 2004 ) is also very close to this paper. They used the Redwoods treebank environment (Oepen et al., 2002) and discussed the reduction in annotation cost by an active learning approach.
In this paper, we focused on the analysis of several fundamental sampling strategies for building a Japanese dependency-analyzed corpus. A complete estimating function of training utility value was not shown in this paper. However, we tested several strategies with different types of corpora, and these results can be used to design such a function for selective sampling.
Conclusion
This paper discussed several sampling strategies for Japanese dependency-analyzed corpora, testing them with the Kyoto Text Corpus and the IPAL corpus. The IPAL corpus was constructed especially for this study. In addition, although it was quite small, we prepared the K-mag corpus to test the strategies. The experimental results using these corpora revealed that the average length of a test set controlled the accuracy in case of expansion; thus the longest-first strategy outperformed other strategies. On the other hand, in the initial situation, the longest-first strategy was not suitable for any test set.
The current work points us in several future directions. First, we shall continue to build dependency-analyzed corpora. While newspaper articles may be sufficient for our purpose, other resources seem still inadequate. Second, while in this work we focused on analysis using several fundamental selective strategies for a dependencyanalyzed corpus, it is necessary to provide a function to build a selective sampling framework to construct a dependency-analyzed corpus.
